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Introduction

Laser scanner technology  

How does a Laser Scanner work? 

1. The laser line illuminates the bar code.
2. A reflected analog wave signal is created.
3. The analog signal is digitized. 
4. The decoder processes the digital data. 
5. The symbology algorithm is applied.
6. If applicable, verification is performed via check digit.
7. The data stream is sent to the host.

Imager Technology  

What is an imager?

An imager is a device that functions in a way similar to a digital camera.  It optically captures images, 
printed text, handwriting, or an object, and converts it to a digital image and can be sent to an application 
on a PC or other computerized device. 
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How does an imager work?

1. A bar code is illuminated by Light Emitting Diodes (LED).    
2. The scanner captures an image of the entire code.
3. The decoder software finds the bar code in the image to

decode.
4. A symbology algorithm is applied.
5. If applicable, verification is performed via check digit.
6. The data stream is sent to the host.

Linear and array imager differences  

What’s the difference between a Linear and Array Imager?

Both types are essentially the same in that they are capturing a picture like a digital camera. Light 
Emitting Diodes, or LEDs, are used for illumination of the barcode, similar to a flash on a camera.  
Once the barcode is illuminated, an array of pixels detects light from the image of the barcode.  Each 
pixel is an individual photo sensor that is looking at different parts of the object in front of it.  An array 
imager is a 2 dimensional array of pixels that can detect an image of an entire barcode, whereas a linear 
imager has a single row of pixels so it can capture an image of a thin slice of barcode.
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What imager technology is included in corded NCR Handheld scanners?

NCR 2D Handheld Scanners include array imagers in order to take advantage of Omni-directional 
scanning, capturing images and the ability to read 2D barcodes.  See table below for differences between 
the scanning technologies.

Handheld vs. Hands Free scanners  

How do I know a customer requires a Handheld model vs. a Hands Free/Presentation 
scanner?

 It is crucial to understand the customer’s environment and how they will use the devices.  
 With handheld scanners, you bring the scanner to the item.
 With hands-free scanners, you bring the items to the scanner.

 Use the 80/20 rule to decide which option is best – what is going to be done more often with
the device?

 Second consideration is regarding how the scanners will be used.
 When scanning large bulky items that cannot be easily moved; a handheld scanner is 

recommended.
 If small items are being presented to the scanner, a hands free device is recommended.
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Corded vs. Cordless Handheld scanners  

How do I know when a customer requires a corded vs. cordless handheld scanner?

Third consideration takes another look at how the scanner will be used to determine if the scanner 
should be cordless.  If there is a lot of maneuvering to be done while using the scanner, a cordless 
scanner may be the next fit, since the user has the freedom to move closer to the barcode.  The size 
of the item to be scanned should also be considered when considering a corded vs. cordless 
solution.

If large bulky items will be scanned a cordless device is the optimal solution allowing the scanner 
to be brought to the item.    There may also be safety considerations that would determine if corded
or cordless solutions would be more appropriate.

2356-xxxx Zebra/Symbol Handheld Scanners

1D (Laser Scanners)  

Which corded Handheld Scanners read 1D barcodes and include laser technology?

The following 2356 Hand held laser scanners read 1D barcodes.
i. 2356-1203-0000 Symbol LS1203-CR10001R with NCR logo (beige)

ii. 2356-2201-0000 Symbol LS2208-SR20007R with NCR logo (charcoal)
iii. 2356-2208-0000 Symbol LS2208-SR20001R with NCR logo (beige)
iv. 2356-4201-0000 Symbol LS4208-SR20007ZZR with NCR logo (charcoal)
v. 2356-4209-0000 Symbol LS4208-SR20001ZZR with NCR logo (beige)

2D (Array Imagers)  

Which corded Handheld Scanners read barcodes from mobile phones (2D)?

The following 2356 Handheld Scanners include array imagers and can read both 1D and 2D 
barcodes from mobile phones.

vi. 2356-4209-0000 Motorola DS4208-SR00007 with NCR logo (charcoal)
vii. 2356-6701-0000 Motorola DS6707-SR20007 with NCR logo (charcoal)

viii. 2356-6707-0000 Motorola DS6707-SR20001 with NCR logo (beige)
ix. 2356-9208-0000 Motorola DS9208-SR20007 with NCR logo (charcoal) Hands Free

x. 2356-9209-0000 Motorola DS9208-DL20007 with NCR logo (charcoal)Hands Free

xi. 2356-9808-0000 Motorola DS9808-DL00007 with NCR logo (charcoal) Hands Free
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Connecting 2356-xxxx models to NCR 78xx Bioptic Scanners

Cables for 2356-xxxx to 78xx USB AUX port  

What cables do I use to connect Handheld scanners to NCR Bi-optic scanners 
(7878/7884/7879) via USB Auxiliary port?

 Follow instructions posted on ncr.com support drivers and patches via the 
following link:

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/
Peripherals/Scanner/2356/display_Symbol

 The 2356 scanner (any model) must be programmed if is to be connected to
the RealScan 74, 84, OR 78 through the Auxiliary USB port. The same cable
can be used for all 2356 models.  Choose one from the chart below:

1432-
C002-0025

USB Cable: Series A Connector, 
7ft. Straight (497-0452581)

Symbol CBA-U01-S07ZAR

1432-
C307-0045

USB Cable Series A connector, 
15ft Straight (497-0462024)

Symbol CBA-U10-S15ZAR

1432-
C359-0045

USB Powered Cable: Type A 
Connector, 4.5m (15ft) coiled
(497-0467443)

Preferred cable for connection 
from 7878 bi-optic to 2356 
when used in NCR SelfServ 
Checkout.
Symbol: CBA-U09-C15ZAR

1432-
C392-0040

USB Cable: Series A connector, 
7ft Straight (497-0472061)
*****DS4208 AND DS9208 
ONLY*****

Symbol CBA-U21-S07ZAR

*****DS4208 AND DS9208 
ONLY*****

Programming instructions for 2356-xxxx to 78xx USB AUX port  

Where are the programming instructions for 2356-xxxx models connected to NCR 
bioptic scanners (78xx) via USB Auxiliary Port?

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/
Peripherals/Scanner/2356/display_Symbol
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Cables for 2356-xxxx to 78xx RS232 AUX port  

Please note that there is no 2D support for Handheld Scanners when connected the RS232 AUX port of 
the 78xx scanners.

What cables do I use to connect Handheld scanners to NCR Bi-optic scanners 
(7878/7884/7879) via RS232 Auxiliary port? 

Use cable 1432-C024-0025 (497-0461228) 
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?
Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/2356/display_Symbol

Programming instructions for 2356-xxxx HH scanner to 78xx RS232 AUX ports  

Where are the programming instructions for 2356-xxxx models connected to NCR 
bioptic scanners (78xx) via RS232 Auxiliary Port?

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/
2356/display_Symbol

Use following instructions when connecting a 2356-220x model to 78xx via RS232:

Use following instructions when connecting a 2356-42xx/67xx model to 78xx via RS232:

 

In addition, use the following programming sheet:

POS terminal interface cables  

Where do I find list of POS terminal interface cables.

These are documented in the Ordering and Configuration Guide which can be found via the following 
link: 

https://intranet.ncr.com/index.php?
option=com_content&view=article&id=284378&assetDetail=1&Itemid=188
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EAS Tag Deactivation  

Do any 2356 corded models support EAS tag deactivation?

Yes, there are 2 corded models which incorporate an EAS tag deactivation
o 2356-9208-0000  Motorola model DS9208 2D Presentation Imager
o 2356-9808-0000  Motorola model DS9808 2D Presentation Imager Hybrid with 

DL parsing included
 These multi-purpose imagers also incorporates an EAS tag deactivator — so a single swipe can 

simultaneously decode an item’s bar code and deactivate the security tag for added productivity 
gains.

 The programmable decode range allows you to closely match decode and EAS deactivation ranges 
to help ensure that all tags are deactivated with a single scan, preventing erroneous alarms at the 
checkout stand that not only waste security staff time but also embarrass customers — threatening 

the customer experience.

How does a customer implement EAS tag deactivation with the 2356-9208 and 2356- 
9209 models?

o Because there are several Checkpoint EAS systems available, your local 
Checkpoint representative should connect the digital scanner to the Checkpoint 
EAS system and tune the system.  To contact your local Checkpoint representative
inside the U.S. call 800-257-5540, ext. 4300.  Outside the U.S., call (609)848-1800,
ext. 4300.

Power usage  

What is power usage of 2356-4209 (Zebra/Symbol model DS4208)?

5 VDC ± 10% @ 275 mA (RMS typical) 
Baseline measurement on USB with default settings.  These measurements are averages measured from a 
5V source at room temp:
• Idle (triggered mode)                                    = 38mA
• Idle (auto-aim mode, aim off) =  116mA
• Idle (auto-aim mode, aim on) =130mA
• Scanning (aim enabled)                                 = 270mA
• Scanning (aim disabled)                                = 220mA

What is power usage of 2356-9208-0000 (Zebra/Symbol model DS9208)?

Power consumption during sleep or low power state if 120ma/1.60 Watts
Baseline measurement on USB with default settings.  These measurements are averages measured from a 
5V source at room temp:

Idle (IR prox on, green LEDs on)  =  140mA
Scanning                                                    = 220mA
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What is power usage of 7837-4010-9090 (Honeywell Xenon 1902G Cordless)

Typical
Full Power (100%) 
[2.5mW, 4dBm] 
Medium Power (35%) [.875mW, 0dBm], 
Medium Low Power (5%) [.125mW, -9dBm], 
Low Power (1%) 
[.025mW, -16dBm).

Drivers/Programming  

Where do I find Driver and Programming instructions?

Via the NCR support site (Drivers and  Patches):
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/2356/
display_Symbol

OPOS  

How should a 2356 Handheld scanner be connected to OPOS?

Via IBM USB.

See Support Site for details.
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/2356/
display_Symbol

IBM USB

1. Unique way of handling label IDs
a. If App does not use parsing provided by OPOS

i. SSCO
ii. Profile option provided – Label ID

1. Default is IBM USB
2. Set to NCR or none

b. JavaPOS can be supported with RPSW
i. Custom install setting

c. OPOS profile
i. 2x/3x profile – OPOS chooses

1. 2X does not support IBM USB
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2. Choose with service property
3. 3X set for NCR OPOS Service Object NCR

Technical Specifications  

Where do I find datasheets or technical specs for all 2356 corded Handheld scanner 
models?

1. 2356-1203-0000 (Symbol model LS1203)

2. 2356-2201-0000 & 2356-2208-0000 (Symbol model LS2208)

3. 2356-4201-0000 & 2356-4208-0000 (Symbol model LS4208)

4. 2356-4209-0000 (Symbol model DS4208)

5. 2356-6701-0000 & 2356-6707-0000 (Symbol model DS6707)

6. 2356-9208-0000 (Symbol model DS9208)

7. 2356-9209-0000 (Symbol model DS9208 with DL parsing)
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Same as above with Driver’s License Parsing built into unit.

8. 2356-9808-0000 (Symbol model DS9808)

Meantime Between Failure details  

What is the MTBF for the 2356-9208-0000?
See detail in attachment.

What is the MTBF for the 2356-4209-0000?  

See detail in attachment.

Operating Systems  

What Operating Systems are certified with 2356 Handheld Scanners?

Zebra/Symbol CDC Driver supports Windows 7 (32) bit and 64 bit Operating Systems
See following link for details:

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/2356/
display_Symbol

Zebra/Symbol cordless Handheld scanner  

Do we offer the DS6878 cordless HH scanner?

Yes, as a customer specific TPP PID managed by the TPP team.  Model includes the Symbol 
logo. 
If required for your customer, submit a TPP request for approval via website 
http://rsg.ncr.com/tpp.

o Required PIDs for standard mode:
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 7932-1872-0000
 Motorola model DS6878 with Motorola/Symbol Logo

 2356-4272-0000
 Charging Cradle/Base

o STB4278-C0007WR STB 4278: CRD:42XX, 
CHGR,MULTIFACE/BT, TWL BLK

 Interface cable
 USB Shielded cables

o 1432-C392-0040 
 CBA-U21 USB Cable, Shielded, Straight, 7'

o 1432-C422-0028 
 CBA-U32Cable - Shielded USB: Series A Connector, 

9ft. (2.8m), Coiled
o 1432-C407-0028 

 CBA-U23 Cable - Shielded USB: Power Plus 
Connector, 7ft. (2.8m), Straight

o 1432-C408-0046 
 CBA-U29 Cable - Shielded USB: 15ft. (4.6m), Coiled

 RS232 
o

o Required PIDs for Presentation/Hands Free Mode:
 7932-1872-0000 DS6878 HH scanner
 7933-1006-0000 Presentation Cradle
 7932-1909-0000 Power Supply
 1449-C008-0023 AC Power Cord
 Interface cable

 USB
 RS232

What are battery specifications for DS6878?

See attached.
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FastLane/SSCO  

What are the 2356-xxxx models certified to connect to 78xx bioptic scanners on 
FastLane/SSCO lanes?

The USB port on the 7878/7884 scanner can be used to connect a hand-scanner to the 7350.  The 
following hand scanners are supported:

NCR Logo Symbol Hand Held Scanners

2356-2208-0000 NCR Logo'd - Symbol LS2208-SR20001R 0 to 17 inch 
range Performance Scanner, RS23, Keyboard Wedge, USB, 
IBM 468X/9X, White only

2356-4208-0000 NCR Logo'd - Symbol LS4208-SR20001ZZR 0 to 19 inch 
range High Performance Rastering Scanner, RS23, 
Keyboard Wedge, USB, IBM 468X/9X, White only

1432-C359-0045 Cable for Above: 2356 Scanner 7878 USB 

The NCR 2356 is a wired hand-held scanner that can plug into the USB scanner port on the 7878.  The 
2356 can then be used by a consumer or cashier to scan items.  When the 7878 scanner is disabled by the 
NCR SelfServ Checkout application, the 2356 will also be disabled.

Optional Hand Scanner Mount

Product ID Functional Product Description MRP Plant Std 
Interval

AK 7346-K801 Kit, NCR SelfServ Checkout Hand Scanner Mount $175 Online

What is the cordless Handheld Scanner model certified for the FastLane/SSCO 
Remote Attendant Stations?

See Honeywell section of document for 7837-xxxx model, charging cradle and interface cable 
information.
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Service part numbers  

What are the service part numbers for the 2356 corded Handheld Scanners?

NCR PID Motorola Part # NCR PN Description

2356-1203-0000 LS1203-CR10001R 497-0451517 LS1203:RS232,USB KBW,CR,KLASEINS WHT

2356-2201-0000 LS2208-SR20007R 497-0451524 LS 2208:DCED CLS 2,MULTI,TWL BK CSTM BRND NCR

2356-2208-0000 LS2208-SR20001R 497-0451518 LS 2208:DECODED,CLASS II,MULTI,CSH REG WHT

2356-4201-0000 LS4208-SR20007ZZR 497-0461893 LS4208:RASTERING,MULTI-INTERFACE,NCR, Black

2356-4208-0000 LS4208-SR20001ZZR 497-0451519 LS4208:RASTERING,MULTI-INTERFACE,NCR, White

2356-4209-0000 DS4208-SR00007WR 497-0474364 DS4208 Digital Scanner, Standard Range, Black

2356-6701-0000 DS6707-SR20007ZZR 497-0461899 DS6707 Scanner Only: USB/RS232 – Black

2356-6707-0000 DS6707-SR20001ZZR 497-0451522 DS6707:SCANNER ONLY:USB/RS232 – WHITE

2356-9208-0000 DS9208-SR00004NNWW 497-0461902 DS9208 Digital Scanner, Standard Range, corded, Black

2356-9209-0000 DS9208-DL00004NNWW 497-0461903 DS9208 Digital Scanner, Standard Range, corded, Black, DL Parsing

2356-9808-0000 DS9808-DL00007NNWR 497-0461896 DS9808: Digital Scanner,Standard Range, Black, DL Parsing

Warranty  

What is the warranty for 2356 corded Handheld Scanners?

All 2356 HH models include a 3 year depot warranty
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Honeywell 7837 Cordless Handheld Scanner

What is our advocated cordless Handheld Scanner offering?

7837-4010-9090 Honeywell Xenon 1902G Extended Range 2D Wireless Scanner

7837-4011-9090 Charging/Communications Base for Xenon 1902G-ER 2D Wireless Scanner

Wireless specs  

What is the wireless standard?

Bluetooth Class 2, v2.1

What is the wireless band?

2.4 to 2.5 GHz (ISM Band) Adaptive Frequency Hopping Bluetooth v2

What is wireless range?

Class 2: 10m (33’) line-of-sight

Pairing process  

What is basic pairing process for handheld scanner with its charging base?

Turn off power before connecting a base, then power up the computer once the base is fully connected. 
When the base is connected and powered up, put the scanner in the base to establish a link. The green 
LED on the base flashes to indicate the scanner’s battery is charging.  If the scanner and base have 
previously been linked, you do not receive any feedback. If this is the first time that the scanner and base 
are linked, both devices emit a short chirpwhen their radios link. At this point, that one scanner is linked 
to one base.

Batteries  

What is battery type?

1800 mAh Li-ion minimum

How long does it take to charge the scanner from fully discharged to fully charged 
when placed in your cradle / base station?

Time to re-charge fully:4 to 4.5 hours
Expected operation time: 14-16 hours
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Handheld Scanner Frequently Asked Questions 

If the base station can be operated from 5V power what impact does this have on the 
charge time?

Up to 50,000 scans per full charge

What is the life span of the batteries?

Battery life and capacity is subjective parameter, depending much on use case, scanner configuration, 
ambient environment and battery treatment.

The battery warranty is 1 year, and under normal condition a battery can be used for 2 years or more.

In an office environment batteries have exceeded 5 years of life.

What is number of scans per charge? 

Up to 57000 scans for linear and 50000 scans for 2D per full charge 

What are expected hours of operation? 

Expected Hours of Operation 14-16 hours 

How was battery capacity tested by Honeywell?
In order being able to indicate the battery capacity, a test was done to gather reference material.
The linked bar code set-up sheet allows to conduct a pre-defined endurance test for a fully charged 
battery, with bearable beeper settings. If scanned into an excel sheet, the amount of scans can be easily be
counted and the battery life can be calculated from there. With the settings from the set-up sheet and fully
charged battery the performance can reach up to 72.000 scans / 12 hours in a ~20°C environment. 

It's a customer decision to indicate if the battery performance has declined below acceptable. Honeywell 
currently sets the threshold for a worn-out battery indication to 48.000 scans / 8 hours with the above pre-
defined set-up.

NOTE: 
On data sheets its specified a practical 14-16 hours, as a scan operator will not continuously scan, has 
brakes etc. 
As battery capacity will decline overtime, this allows customers still working a full 8 hour shift with a 
slightly aged battery.
There are differences between linear and 2D scanner models, where a 2D scanner consumes roughly 15%
more 
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Handheld Scanner Frequently Asked Questions 

The radio consumes as considerable amount of power. Scanning a bar code just prior to the scanner will 
go into a lower power states keeps the radio 100% of the time active, but results in a much lower amount 
of scans per full charge.

What is process for replacing the battery?

.  Battery may be removed via thumbscrew on end cap in handle.

Can third party batteries be used?

Use only NCR Li-ion battery packs, part number 100000495, rated 3.7 Vdc, 7.4Whr, in this device. Use 
of any non-NCR battery may result in damage and will affect warranty.

Meantime Between Failure  

What is meantime between failure (MTBF)?

The calculated MTBF using the Bellcore part count method is 693,978 hours.

Power Consumption  

How does the power saving mode work?

Bar code may be scanned to set the scanner’s power output to Full Power (100%) [2.5mW, 4dBm], 
Medium Power (35%) [.875mW, 0dBm], Medium Low Power (5%)[.125mW, -9dBm], or Low Power 
(1%, .025mW, -16dBm).

When there is no activity within a specified time period, the scanner enters low power mode. Scan the 
appropriate scanner power time-out bar code to change the time-out duration (in seconds). Scanning zero 
(0) is the equivalent of setting no time-out.

If there are no trigger pulls during the timer interval, the scanner goes into power down mode. Whenever 
the trigger is enabled, the timer is reset. If the scanner is placed in the charge base cradle and the battery 
is in the process of being charged, the scanner will not go into power down mode.
When the scanner is in power down mode, pull the trigger to power the unit back up. There will be a set 
of power up beeps and a delay of up to a few seconds for the radio to join

What is typical and peak power usage (W) for the unit?

Full Power (100%) [2.5mW, 4dBm] 
Medium Power (35%) [.875mW, 0dBm],
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Handheld Scanner Frequently Asked Questions 

What is power-save / sleep mode power usage (W) for the unit (if sleep mode is 
available)?

Medium Low Power (5%) [.125mW, -9dBm], 
Low Power (1%) [.025mW, -16dBm).

7837-4xxx connection to 78xx bioptic scanners

7837-4xxx connected to 78xx USB AUX port  

What cables are required for connection to USB Auxiliary port of NCR Bioptic 
scanners (78xx)?

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display_HHP

 The Xenon 1902G model (7837-4xxx) requires 1432-C413-0030 (497-0474213)
 The other 7837 and 2357 HHP models require cable 1432-C784-0025 (497-0449257)

Where are programming instructions for connecting the 7837-4xxx models to the USB 
Auxiliary Port of the NCR bioptic scanners (78xx)?

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display_HHP

7837-4xxx connected to 78xx RS232 AUX port  

What cables are required for connection to the RS232 Auxiliary port of 78xx 
scanners?

Please note that there is no 2D support for Handheld scanners when connected to the RS232 AUX port
of the 78xx scanners.
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display_HHP

 7837-1000 OR 7837-1300, 2357 (all models), 3800g 
o Use cable 1432-C445-0025 (497-0412967) 

 7837-1200 model
o Use cable 497-0436669 
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Handheld Scanner Frequently Asked Questions 

7837-xxxx Programming Instructions  

Where do I find programming sheets for 7837 connected to RS232 Auxiliary Port?

http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display_HHP

Drivers  

Where do I find Driver and Programming instructions?

Via the NCR support site (Drivers and  Patches):
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display_HHP

FastLane/SelfServ Checkout Remote Attendant Station     

What cordless Handheld Scanner is certified for the FastLane/Self Serv Checkout 
Remote Attendant Station (RAP)?

A Wireless Hand Scanner can also be connected to the Attendant Station for the attendant to handle large 
items for the consumer.  The following hand held scanner, charging cradle and interface cables are 
supported:

NCR Solution:

7837-4010-9090 Xenon 1902G Extended Range 2D Wireless Scanner

7837-4011-9090 Charging/Communications Base for Xenon 1902G-ER 2D Wireless 
Scanner 

1432-C412-0030  CBL-130-300-S00 Cable:  RS232, black, DB9 female, with 12V Power 
from POS, 3m (9.8’), straight; For 12v to 5 v conversion.

1432-C414-0030 CBL-532-300-S00 STD Cable: USB, black, 12V host power with 12V to 
5V conversion, locking, 3m (9.8'), straight, 5V host power
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Handheld Scanner Frequently Asked Questions 

Technical Specifications and Datasheets  

Where do I find the technical specs/datasheet?

7827-4010-9090 is based on the Honeywell Xenon 1902G.

Link to specs from Honeywell’s website:
http://www.honeywellaidc.com/en-US/Pages/Product.aspx?category=wireless-barcode-
scanner&cat=HSM&pid=1902

Connection to NCR OPOS     

How do I connect the 7837-4xxx Handheld scanner to NCR OPOS via RS-232 SERIAL?

Follow instructions in link below or attachment.
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display_HHP

How do I connect the 7837-4xxx Handheld scanner to NCR OPOS via USB Serial 
Emulation or IBM 4B USB?

Use OPOS Profile setup and 7837 programming barcodes via link or attachment.
http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display  _HHP  

Where do I find the Honeywell serial-USB driver and barcode?

Use the link below:
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Handheld Scanner Frequently Asked Questions 

 http://www5.ncr.com/support/support_drivers_patches.asp?Class=External/Peripherals/Scanner/7838/
display_HHP

Operating Systems supported  

What Operating Systems are supported?

See link below for access to Honeywell Drivers released to support various Operating Systems.
http://www.honeywellaidc.com/en-US/Pages/Product.aspx?category=wireless-barcode-
scanner&cat=HSM&pid=1902

Service part numbers  

What are the service part numbers for the 7837 cordless Handheld Scanners?

NCR Product ID

NCR Part 

Number

Honeywell Part 

number Description

7837-4010-9090 497-0434406 7837-4010-9090 Honeywell 1902G; 2D wireless HH scanner

7837-4011-9090 497-0434407 7837-4011-9090 Honeywell 1902G 2D wireless HH scanner charging base

1432-C412-0030 497-0474212 CBL-130-300-S00 RS232, black, DB9 female, with 12V Power from POS, 3m(9.8'), straight, 5V host

1432-C413-0030 497-0474213 CBL-500-300-S00 USB, black, Type A, 3m (9.8'), straight, 5V host power

1432-C414-0030 497-0474214 CBL-532-300-S00 USB, black, 12V host power with 12V to 5V conversion, locking, 3m (9.8'), straight, 5V host power

1432-C415-0030 497-0474215 CBL-600-400-C00 CBL-600-400-C00 Cable: IBM 46xx Port 9b, 12V Power, coiled, 4m (13.1')

1432-C400-0040 497-0471765 CBL-601-300-S00 Cable: 7837-4000 IBM interface cable for Walmart

7837-K525-V001 497-0474216 46-00525 46-00525 Power Supply: North America plug, 1.0A @ 5.2VDC, 90-255VAC @ 50-60Hz

7837-K870-V001 497-0474217 46-00870 46-00870 Power Supply: UK plug, 1.0A @ 5.2VDC, 90-255VAC @ 50-60Hz

7837-K526-V001 497-0474218 46-00526 46-00526 Power Supply: EU plug, 1.0A @ 5.2VDC, 90-255VAC @ 50-60Hz

7837-K528-V001 497-0474219 46-00528 46-00528 STK Power Supply: AU plug, 1.0A @ 5.2VDC, 90-255VAC @ 50-60Hz

7837-K529-V001 497-0474220 46-00529 46-00529 STK Power Supply: CN plug, 1.0A @ 5.2VDC, 90-255VAC @ 50-60Hz

Warranty  

What is the warranty for 7837cordless Handheld Scanners?

All 7837 HH models include a 3 year depot warranty
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